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A B S T R A C T

Households appear to smooth consumption in the face of income shocks much more than
implied by life-cycle versions of the standard incomplete market model under reference
calibrations. In the current paper we explore in detail the role played by the life-cycle profile
of wealth accumulation. We show that a standard model parameterized to match the latter
can rationalize between 81 and 100 percent of the consumption insurance against permanent
earnings shocks empirically estimated by Blundell, Pistaferri and Preston (2008), depending on
the tightness of the borrowing limit.

1. Introduction

Microeconomic evidence on individual consumption growth shows a large degree of idiosyncratic volatility, the observable sign
of imperfect risk sharing in the data. Macroeconomic models with heterogeneous agents inherently feature imperfect risk-sharing
at least qualitatively, but if they are to be credible tools for analyzing economic phenomena and assess economic policies then
they need to be able to explain quantitatively the extent to which consumption is insured against income shocks that we observe
in the data. The prototype standard incomplete market model (henceforth SIM), arguably the workhorse of heterogeneous agents
macroeconomics, when parameterized according to reference calibrations falls significantly short of matching the empirical values
of insurance against permanent earnings shocks, as estimated by Blundell et al. (2008), henceforth BPP. In this kind of model wealth,
in the form of a single asset, is used to smooth consumption in the face of earnings fluctuations. In the current research we revisit
the SIM model, but instead of only constraining average wealth accumulation as it has been done so far, we focus on the role that
the exact profile of wealth over working life plays in determining the degree of consumption smoothing.

In order to study the role of the life-cycle pattern of wealth accumulation we modify the baseline self-insurance model by moving
from standard expected utility to Epstein–Zin preferences. The key feature of Epstein–Zin preferences is that, contrary to standard
expected utility preferences, they permit a complete separation between the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution (eis) and risk-
aversion. This allows for a redistribution of wealth over the life-cycle in ways that lead to higher insurance coefficients. The intuition
behind this result is that in the Epstein–Zin case, raising risk aversion while keeping the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution high,
allows the model to increase early life precautionary savings without concurrently creating a strong motive for holding a very large
stock of retirement wealth. As a consequence it becomes possible to match the empirical wealth-to-income ratio with plausibly high
values for patience. The combination of high risk aversion, high patience and the willingness to accept inter-temporal redistribution
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of consumption away from young ages moves wealth accumulation towards the early part of the life-cycle when it is most needed
for insurance purposes and away from middle age, when the accumulation of retirement wealth and the lower effective residual
persistence of the shocks makes the latter more easily insurable. For this reason, this mechanism increases the insurance coefficients
for permanent shocks in the first part of the life-cycle without affecting those in mid-life. This has the effect of raising the average
coefficients and at the same time of making their age profile flatter, hence closer to the flat profile found in the data.

Given that the mechanism that allows the model to generate insurance coefficients in line with the data is the redistribution of
ealth across different periods of the life-cycle, it is important that the resulting life-cycle profiles of wealth match the data. For this

eason we solve the model calibrating the coefficient of risk aversion so that it minimizes the distance between the model and data
ealth accumulation profiles during working life. We find that 81 percent of the insurance coefficients against permanent earnings

hocks measured by the BPP index can be rationalized by the model with a zero borrowing limit, compared to 25 percent for the
tandard expected utility model only matching the average wealth-to-income ratio. This figure raises to virtually 100 percent in
he version of the model where borrowing is allowed subject only to the constraint that the household is able to repay for sure.
ur analysis suggests that this result is almost entirely due to the calibration of the life-cycle wealth profiles with little specific
ontribution left for Epstein–Zin preferences. Moreover the result is obtained without adversely affecting the model performance
long other dimensions of consumption like the age profile of the insurance coefficients and of the variance of log consumption.

Quantitative and empirically relevant studies of life-cycle consumption behavior date back to at least the work of Gourinchas and
arker (2002), yet a thorough exploration of the insurance properties of the SIM model has lagged behind, mainly because measuring
nd studying consumption insurance in the data, thus providing an empirical benchmark against which to test the model, has proven
hallenging. This occurs for two reasons: first, high quality panel data on both consumption and earnings are needed but not directly
vailable and, second, the problem of identifying different shocks from the observable income process must be circumvented. The
irst problem arises because the two main data sets used to study household behavior in the US, that is the Panel Study on Income
ynamics (PSID) and the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) respectively lack consumption data or the panel dimension. With

espect to the first issue, an example of an early effort in this sense is Attanasio and Davis (1996) who used several issues of the
EX to construct synthetic cohorts and study how the evolution of between groups earnings inequality translated into consumption

nequality. Strictly speaking though, this does not measure insurance of shocks per se. With respect to the second issue, efforts have
een made to distinguish between permanent and temporary shocks by using proxies like disability and short unemployment spells
espectively (Dynarski and Gruber, 1997). Alternatively, others like (Krueger and Perri, 2006) have chosen to simply analyze the
esponse of consumption to income shocks without trying to identify the different shocks.

A major step forward was made by Blundell et al. (2008), that used the CEX to estimate a food demand equation and then applied
ts inverse to PSID data on food consumption, thus obtaining an artificial data set with both a panel dimension and joint data on
onsumption and income. This, coupled with a suitable strategy to identify shocks, allowed them to come up with a first estimate of
nsurance coefficients.2 Kaplan and Violante (2010) first evaluated the standard SIM model against the data to test if it can match

BPP estimates of the insurance coefficients. They found that under standard parameterizations this model can explain between 19
and 61 percent of the empirical estimates of insurance coefficients against permanent shocks, depending on the assumption of the
zero or natural borrowing constraint respectively.

In the wake of their paper, a few other quantitative papers have been written to extend the basic SIM model to better fit insurance
data. These fall into four different strands. A first approach emphasizes less than unitary persistence in the earnings process. This
strand includes the works by Karahan and Ozkan (2013) and De Nardi et al. (2020). Karahan and Ozkan (2013) estimate a richer
earnings process allowing for age-varying earnings persistence, find that persistence is smaller early in the working life and that this
feature increases the insurance coefficients against persistent shocks compared to the standard quantitative model. De Nardi et al.
(2020) further extend their model by adding non-linearity and non-normality in the earnings process. This approach confirms the
results in Karahan and Ozkan (2013) concerning insurance coefficients while at the same time improving the match of the model with
the data on lifetime growth in consumption inequality. A second line of attack to the problem focuses on wages rather than earnings
as primitives and studies the extent of insurance against wage shocks emphasizing spousal labor supply as the key mechanism. This
line of research includes the works of Blundell et al. (2016) who provided benchmark empirical estimates and Wu and Krueger
(2018) who developed the corresponding quantitative model. The third approach is represented by the work of Cerletti and Pijoan-
Mas (2012) who extended the prototype SIM model to explore the role of substitutability of durable and non-durable goods in the
consumption bundle to explain the observed insurance of non-durable consumption. Finally, the fourth approach is represented
by the work of Hryshko and Manovskii (2017) who claim that the observed shortcoming of the SIM model is a consequence of
measurement issues in the PSID that according to the authors’ analysis is not truly representative of the population.

The current paper complements the quantitative literature mentioned in the previous paragraph by more carefully modeling the
process of accumulation of wealth over working life in an otherwise standard incomplete-markets model with idiosyncratic earnings
risks of various persistence. The key applied contribution of our approach is to the explanation of the gap between model and data
estimates of the insurance coefficients of permanent shocks that the original work of Kaplan and Violante (2010) showed is harder
to bridge. In pursuing this goal the emphasis on the whole profile of wealth accumulation over working life is crucial since the
aggregate insurance coefficient is an average of the coefficients by age groups which in turn strongly depend on the groups’ wealth,
hence targeting average wealth over the whole population alone is not fully adequate to study this problem. While our approach

2 In a recent paper Christelis et al. (2019) use survey questions to estimate the propensity to consume out of shocks. This approach is very promising but
2

o our knowledge it has been so far applied only to temporary shocks.
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provides a perspective on how to reconcile the SIM model with data about consumption insurance that is alternative to the ones
put forth in the related literature, it still complements them since no matter what shock process or consumption bundle is specified,
wealth accumulation is key in providing insurance and a model that explains the latter should be consistent with the former.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 is devoted to explaining the model, Section 3 presents the
alibration and Section 4 discusses the results. Finally, in Section 5 a brief conclusion is outlined. An online appendix outlines the
ethodology used to compute the insurance coefficients, presents further analysis of the model to support the intuition in the main

ext and describes the data and procedure used to estimate the life-cycle profiles of wealth.

. Model

We consider a standard life-cycle economy where agents are endowed with Epstein–Zin preferences. Agents are meant to
epresent households and the two terms will be used interchangeably in what follows. The economy features a large number of
x-ante identical agents. Agents have finite lives and go through the two stages of life of working age and retirement. During
orking life they receive an exogenous stochastic stream of earnings that cannot be insured due to incomplete markets. During

etirement they receive a constant pension benefit that depends on the full history of the household’s earnings. They have access to
single risk-free asset that they can use to smooth consumption in the face of variable earnings, subject to a borrowing constraint.
he model is cast in a partial equilibrium framework and there is no aggregate uncertainty. A cohort of agents is simulated and the
odel-generated patterns of consumption insurance are studied.

.1. Demographics and preferences

Time is discrete with model periods of one year length. Agents live for a maximum of 𝑇 = 80 model periods. They enter the model
t age 20 and retire after 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑡 = 45 years of work. In each period of life 𝑡 they face a probability 𝜋𝑡+1 of surviving one more year.
gents care only about their own consumption and do not value leisure, hence they supply inelastically their unitary endowment
f time.

Households value the uncertain stream of future consumption according to the following inter-temporal utility function:

𝑉𝑡(𝑆𝑡) = {𝑐𝛾𝑡 + 𝛽𝐸[𝜋𝑡+1𝑉 𝛼
𝑡+1(𝑆𝑡+1)]

𝛾
𝛼 }

1
𝛾 (1)

where the variable 𝑆𝑡 represents the set of all past histories of shocks up to age 𝑡 and initial assets that can at each age be summarized
into three state variables. As it will become clear in the next few sections, these state variables are cash-on-hand at the beginning
of the period, the value of the permanent earnings shock and the average past realizations of gross labor earnings. In the above
representation of utility 𝛾 is the parameter that controls the elasticity of substitution between current consumption and the certainty
equivalent of future utility, the elasticity of substitution being given by 1

1−𝛾 . On the other hand, 𝛼 is the parameter that controls
the curvature of the future utility certainty equivalent function and corresponds to a risk aversion of 1 − 𝛼.3 Finally, the parameter
𝛽 determines the weight of future versus current utility and represents the subjective discount factor. In the expression above the
expectation 𝐸 is taken with respect to histories 𝑆𝑡+1 up to 𝑡 + 1 conditional on history 𝑆𝑡 being realized up to age 𝑡.

2.2. Income process

During working life agents receive a stochastic flow of net earnings 𝑌𝑖𝑡 which can be expressed as:

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝑔𝑡 + 𝑦𝑖𝑡 (2)

and

𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝑧𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 (3)

where 𝑔𝑡 is a deterministic component common to all households and 𝑦𝑖𝑡 is the stochastic component of the labor income. In turn,
the stochastic component can be decomposed into a transitory part 𝜀𝑖𝑡 and a permanent part 𝑧𝑖𝑡 that follows the process:

𝑧𝑖𝑡 = 𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝜁𝑖𝑡 (4)

The initial realization of the permanent component is drawn from an initial distribution with mean 0 and variance 𝜎2𝑧0. The shocks
𝜀𝑖𝑡 and 𝜁𝑖𝑡 are normally distributed with mean 0 and variances 𝜎2𝜀 and 𝜎2𝜁 , are independent of each other, over time and across agents.
Retired households receive a fixed pension benefit 𝑃 (⃖⃖⃗𝑌 𝑖) where ⃖⃖⃗𝑌 𝑖 is the vector collecting all the realizations of gross earnings for
agent 𝑖, that is, the pension benefit is a function of the history of all past earnings. Agents can save in a single asset. We denote
the amount of the asset held by household 𝑖 at age 𝑡 with 𝐴𝑖𝑡 and assume that the asset pays a constant return 𝑟. We assume that a
borrowing constraint 𝐴𝑖𝑡 ≥ 𝐴 holds. The household’s budget constraint can then be written:

𝑐𝑖𝑡 + 𝐴𝑖,𝑡+1 = (1 + 𝑟)𝐴𝑖𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖𝑡𝑌𝑖𝑡 + (1 − 𝐼𝑖𝑡)𝑃 (⃖⃖⃗𝑌 𝑖) (5)

here 𝐼𝑖𝑡 is an indicator function that takes a value of 1 if 𝑇 < 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑡 and 0 otherwise.

3 Alternatively adopting habit formation preferences would also allow us to control separately the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution and risk aversion.
ee for example Díaz et al. (2003). However this would come at a substantial extra computational cost, given the need to add the level of habit as a further
3

tate variable, without any advantage in terms of economic modeling.
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2.3. Household’s optimization problem

With the description of the model given above and omitting for simplicity of notation the index 𝑖 for the household, we can
write the optimization problem at each age. This will be described by the Bellman equation:

𝑉𝑡(𝑋𝑡, 𝑧𝑡, 𝑌 𝑡) = max
𝑐𝑡 ,𝐴𝑡+1

{𝑐𝛾𝑡 + 𝛽𝐸[𝜋𝑡+1𝑉 𝛼
𝑡+1(𝑋𝑡+1, 𝑧𝑡+1, 𝑌 𝑡+1)]

𝛾
𝛼 }

1
𝛾 (6)

where 𝑉𝑡 is the value function at age 𝑡 and the state variables are current cash-on-hand 𝑋𝑡, the realization of the permanent
omponent of the earnings process 𝑧𝑡, and the average of past gross earnings realizations up to age 𝑡 denoted with 𝑌 𝑡. The households
aximize the CES aggregator of current consumption and the certainty equivalent of future utility with respect to consumption 𝑐𝑡

and asset holdings 𝐴𝑡+1, that are carried into the next period. The maximization is performed subject to the following constraints:

𝑐𝑡 + 𝐴𝑡+1 ≤ 𝑋𝑡 (7)

𝑋𝑡+1 = 𝐴𝑡+1(1 + 𝑟) + 𝐼𝑡+1𝑌𝑡+1 + (1 − 𝐼𝑡+1)𝑃 (𝑌 𝑡+1) (8)

𝑌 𝑡+1 =

{

𝑡𝑌 𝑡+𝑌𝑡+1
𝑡+1 if 𝑡 < 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑡

𝑌 𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑡 if 𝑡 ≥ 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑡

The first inequality is a standard budget constraint that tells us that consumption plus assets carried into the next period cannot
exceed current cash-on-hand. The second equality is the law of motion of cash-on-hand. Cash-on-hand in the next period is given by
the assets carried into the next period augmented by the net interest rate earned, plus non financial income. It is understood that if
the indicator function 𝐼𝑡+1 = 1 then the agent is working and earns net labor income 𝑌𝑡+1, while if 𝐼𝑡+1 = 0 the agent is retired and
collects social security benefits 𝑃 (𝑌 𝑡+1). The last equation represents the law of motion of average past gross earnings that enter
the calculation of the pension benefits. Gross earnings at age 𝑡 are denoted 𝑌𝑡 and are obtained from net earnings 𝑌𝑡 by way of a
suitable tax function 𝜏(𝑌𝑡). Before retirement average past earnings up to 𝑡 are averaged with the newly received realization of gross
earnings 𝑌𝑡+1 to update the new value of average past earnings. After retirement the value of average past earnings is fixed at the
level matured at retirement time, and denoted with 𝑌 𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑡 . Finally, the maximization is subject to the stochastic earnings processes
defined in the previous subsection, and to the borrowing constraint 𝐴𝑡+1 ≥ 𝐴.

. Calibration

The model period is taken to be one year. Agents enter the labor market, hence the model, at age 20, retire at age 65 and die
or sure at age 100. Before that age, the probability of survival from one year to the next are taken from the Berkeley Mortality
atabase. With respect to preference parameters we set 𝛽, the subjective discount factor, so that the average wealth-to-income ratio

s equal to 2.5. While this value is lower than the one in the aggregate data, in practice it reflects correctly the wealth-to-income
atio in the bottom 95 percent of the earnings distribution in the PSID.4 This is the part of the population we are interested in given
hat the empirical estimates of the insurance coefficients are based on the PSID and CEX, which are well known not to represent
ccurately the top of the distribution. We set exogenously the value of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. Estimates in the
iterature vary a lot, from near zero to well over one, including 2 and above. As a compromise value we set it to 1.1 but explore
lso how the results change when it is set to 0.5 and 1.7.

Risk aversion is set so that the distance between the model and data wealth profile over the working life is minimized. In practice
he calibration of the subjective discount factor and risk aversion — the two parameters calibrated endogenously — proceeds in two
tages. We first set a grid of values for risk aversion. Then for each value of risk aversion we choose the value of 𝛽 such that the
odel matches a wealth-to-income ratio of 2.5, a value that we can denote with 𝛽𝐾𝑉 (𝛼). Finally we pick the value of 𝛼 such that

he distance between model and data wealth is minimized. The metric used for the minimization is the minimum squared distance.
hus if we denote with 𝑊𝑡(𝛼, 𝛽) the average normalized wealth of age 𝑡 agents generated by the model as a function of risk aversion
nd the subjective discount factor, and with 𝑊𝑡 the corresponding empirical values the problem we solve is:

min
𝛼

√

√

√

√
1

𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑡

𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑡
∑

𝑡=1
(𝑊𝑡(𝛼, 𝛽) −𝑊𝑡)2 (9)

where 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑡 is the retirement age, subject to the constraint

𝛽 = 𝛽𝐾𝑉 (𝛼) (10)

For the deterministic common component of the labor income process we take a third order polynomial in labor market
experience, that is, age minus 20, and use coefficients for the average population based on work by Cocco et al. (2005). The process
generates a peak to age 25 earning ratio of about 2.1 in line with the process used in Kaplan and Violante (2010), with the peak
occurring at the same age. As for the stochastic component of earnings, we have to assign three parameters, that is, the variance

4 While the best source for data about wealth is the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF), as pointed out by Bosworth and Anders (2008), the two data sets
4

enerate very similar results once the top 5 percent wealthiest households are removed.
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of the permanent and temporary shocks 𝜁 and 𝜀 and the initial variance of the permanent shock 𝜎2𝑧0 . We give 𝜎2𝜁 a value of 0.01 to
atch the increase in earnings dispersion over the life-cycle observed in PSID data and we assign a value of 0.05 to 𝜎2𝜀 based on the
oint estimate by Blundell et al. (2008). Finally, we set 𝜎2𝑧0 to 0.15 so as to match earnings dispersion at age 25. All the estimates
sed are based on net of taxes household labor income data, consistent with the model specification.

With respect to assets we set an interest rate of 3 percent. We do not determine the interest rate in equilibrium since the model
s not meant to capture the behavior of households in the top of the wealth distribution who hold a disproportionate share of total
ealth and, hence, are key in determining the equilibrium value of returns. Assets can be held subject to a borrowing constraint.
e experiment with the zero borrowing constraint, with the case where agents may borrow up to the natural borrowing limit and

lso with an alternative formulation where agents can borrow under the constraint that they can repay for sure their debt but the
orrowing rate is higher than the lending rate. The borrowing limit is calculated as the present value of future income and social
ecurity benefits assuming at each age the lowest possible realization for the income shocks in every remaining period of the working
ife. While with log-normal shocks this would be zero, in practice it is not because the model is solved by converting the continuous
rocess into a first order discrete Markov chain using an adaptation of the method presented in Tauchen (1986), hence the lowest
ossible realization of earnings becomes strictly positive.

We model social security benefits so as to mimic the actual US system. In order to do that, we need to compute the average
ross earnings over the lifetime of the agent and then to apply a formula that converts that average into a gross pension benefit.
he formula for the US that we apply assigns a 90 percent replacement ratio for earnings up to 18 percent of average, a 32 percent
eplacement ratio from this bend point to the next one, set at 110 percent of average earnings, and finally a 15 percent replacement
atio for earnings above 110 percent average earnings. Finally, we scale the benefits up so that the replacement ratio for the average
arner is 45 percent.5

Given that in our model the earnings process is based on net earnings, while in the US social security system the benefit formula
s computed based on average gross earnings, we need to back out gross earnings from our model net earnings. To do that we
nvert the progressive tax function formula estimated by Gouveia and Strauss (1994) and now widely used in macroeconomics. If
e denote the tax function with the letter 𝜏 and gross earnings of individual 𝑖 at time 𝑡 by 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 the cited tax function takes the form:

𝜏(𝑌𝑖,𝑡) = 𝜏𝑏[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 − (𝑌 −𝜏𝜌
𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜏𝑠)−

1
𝜏𝜌 ] (11)

To attribute values to the parameters of this function, we set 𝜏𝑏 = 0.258 and 𝜏𝜌 = 0.768 from the original work of Gouveia and Strauss
(1994) and then set 𝜏𝑠 so that the ratio of personal income tax receipts to labor income is about 25 percent like in the US. With the
tax function fully defined it is possible to recover gross earnings from net earnings by solving the equation: 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 − 𝜏(𝑌𝑖,𝑡) = 𝑌𝑖,𝑡. The
ax function described above is then also used on 85 percent of gross social security benefits to get net benefits, following the US
ule.

. Results

In this section we report the results of the quantitative analysis of the model. First, in Section 4.1 we focus on the baseline
ersion of the model with zero borrowing constraints and the specification and calibration described above. We report the main
esult and provide some intuition. In the following section we present robustness checks based on alternative specifications of the
odel that include different forms of the borrowing constraint, of the specification of non-financial income during retirement and

f the earnings process. In that section we also consider a version of the baseline model where agents start life with positive wealth.
inally we devote a section to present a discussion on the role of the preference specification and parametrization.

The statistics of interest are the values of the insurance coefficients as described by Kaplan and Violante (2010) and used since
hen. These coefficients are defined by the formula:

𝜙𝑥 = 1 −
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝛥𝑐𝑖,𝑡, 𝑥𝑖,𝑡)

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖,𝑡)
(12)

where 𝑐𝑖,𝑡 is the log deviation of consumption for household 𝑖 at age 𝑡 from its deterministic life-cycle trend and 𝑥𝑖,𝑡 is a shock
to the labor income process against which we measure insurance, in our model the permanent and temporary shock. Shocks to
the earnings process are not directly observable in the data, however BPP showed that under suitable identifying restrictions the
variances and covariances needed to evaluate the coefficients in Eq. (12) can be estimated from observable variables alone, that
is, current and lagged income and consumption. We apply the methodology in BPP to our model simulated data and refer to these
coefficients as “Model BPP”.6 At the same time having a model at hand we can observe the shocks and compute the coefficients
directly from Eq. (12). We refer to these coefficients as “Model true”.

In what follows we concentrate mostly on the permanent shock since this is the one that the standard incomplete market model
has a hard time to explain. Given our focus on exploring a solution to the inability of the model to match the data, we will focus on
the model counterpart of the empirically estimated coefficients, the ones labeled “Model BPP”. In the last subsection we also briefly
comment on the “Model true”coefficients to get an idea of the magnitude of the bias introduced by the estimation.

5 This step function for the replacement ratios is commonly used and can be found for example in Huggett and Ventura (2000).
6 We refer the reader to the online appendix for the identification strategy and computations performed.
5
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Table 1
Simulated insurance coefficients.

P-S T-S P-S T-S %𝑊 < 0 ra 𝛽

Data 0.36 0.95

Model BPP Model True

Zero borrowing constraint (ZBC)

Baseline 0.29 0.88 0.40 0.87 0.0 13.5 0.94
DB pensions 0.28 0.88 0.39 0.88 0.0 11.0 0.95
AR(1) 0.32 0.87 0.43 0.86 0.0 11.0 0.94
𝜎2
𝜉 = 0.02 0.34 0.87 0.41 0.87 0.0 9.0 0.93

Natural borrowing constraint (NBC)

Baseline 0.37 0.90 0.47 0.90 0.21 15.0 0.94
DB pensions 0.37 0.91 0.44 0.91 0.19 12.0 0.95
AR(1) 0.43 0.90 0.50 0.90 0.25 12.0 0.94
𝜎2
𝜉 = 0.02 0.37 0.89 0.44 0.89 0.16 9.0 0.93

NBC - 𝑟𝑏 > 𝑟𝑙
Baseline 0.31 0.88 0.41 0.88 0.06 14.0 0.94
DB pensions 0.31 0.89 0.39 0.89 0.04 11.5 0.95
AR(1) 0.34 0.88 0.43 0.88 0.07 11.0 0.94
𝜎2
𝜉 = 0.02 0.35 0.88 0.42 0.88 0.07 9.0 0.93

Non-zero initial wealth (NZIW)

Baseline with ZBC 0.30 0.88 0.40 0.88 0.0 13.0 0.94

4.1. Baseline model

In the current section we present the main results of the research. They refer to the baseline version of the model with zero
orrowing constraint, the standard earnings process with permanent plus temporary shocks and the preference parameters calibrated
o as to match the profile of wealth accumulation over the working part of the life-cycle in the model with the one in the data.
gents in the current experiment start life with zero wealth. The empirical wealth profiles are based on PSID wealth data for the
ears 1984, 1989 and 1994, all converted to 2000 dollars. We remove the top 6 percent wealth observations in the data set so that
he wealth-to-earnings ratio of the working population is the same in the data that we use for the estimation and in the model. On
hese data we estimate a pooled cross section with age and cohort dummies.7 The profiles thus obtained are then re-scaled so as to

express them in the same unit as model wealth using average earnings as the re-normalization factor. In order to compare empirical
and simulated profiles we use the minimum square distance of model and data wealth over the working part of the life-cycle. We
make this restriction on age because shocks are received during working life, hence it is important to have a precise match of wealth
during this portion of the life-cycle to make statements about the ability of the model to explain the level of insurance.8

Results for this experiment are shown in the first row of the first panel of Table 1. The remaining rows of Table 1 report results for
alternative parameterizations of the model and are discussed in the later Section 4.2 titled “extensions”. In each row of the table we
report for the different versions of the model the following objects: in the first and second column the model BPP coefficients against
permanent and temporary shocks. In the third and fourth column we report the corresponding “model true”coefficients. Finally in
the last three columns we report, in the given order, the fraction of agents with negative wealth and the coefficient of relative risk
aversion and the subjective discount factor that result from the calibration. The top row just below the table heading reports the
insurance coefficients estimated by Blundell et al. (2008) on the data and that represent the coefficients against which to compare
the model BPP coefficients. In this and the next section we describe extensively results concerning the “model BPP”coefficients
which are directly comparable to the empirical ones and are therefore more relevant for the applied nature of the present research.

What we can see from the first row of the top panel of Table 1 is that for the baseline model with no borrowing the best fit
wealth profile is obtained with a risk aversion coefficient of 13.5. The insurance coefficient for the permanent shock is 0.29 which
is close to but slightly lower than the empirical value of 0.36. The insurance coefficient for the temporary shock is 0.88, close to
the empirical value. The subjective discount factor that allows the model to match the wealth-to-income target is 0.94 basically in
line with what is used in macroeconomics.

Next we describe the mechanism that generates our results. We do that with the help of Table 2 which reports the insurance
coefficients against permanent shocks for a small selection of values of risk aversion and elasticity of inter-temporal substitution.
For each pair it also reports the subjective discount factor that allows the model to comply with the targeted wealth-to-income ratio.
The first row shows a standard low risk aversion expected utility parametrization. As it was known since the work of Kaplan and
Violante (2010) the insurance coefficient in this case falls quite short of the data, in fact it is only 0.09, compared to the empirical

7 We also estimated a second equation with age and time dummies but the profiles turned out to be very similar to the ones of the estimation with cohort
ummies, hence we do not report separate results for this case. The internet appendix reports a brief description of the wealth profiles estimation.

8 This restriction is also made in the structural estimates in Gourinchas and Parker (2002) and Cagetti (2003).
6
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Table 2
Permanent insurance coefficients by risk aversion and eis: selected cases.

Model BPP Model true 𝛽

ra = 2, eis = 0.5 0.09 0.26 0.98
ra = 10, eis = 0.1 0.16 0.29 0.81
ra = 10, eis = 0.5 0.19 0.31 0.93

Fig. 1. Life-cycle profiles of wealth.

value of 0.36. As risk aversion increases, households dislike more consumption fluctuations, hence they will save a larger proportion
out of positive shocks to use those savings to insulate consumption from negative earnings shocks. This generates both an increase
in savings early in the life-cycle and an increase in the observed insurance coefficients. This effect is common to the model with
expected utility and to the model with Epstein–Zin preferences. This can be seen in the second and third row of the table where it is
shown that raising risk aversion from 2 to 10 increases the insurance coefficients to 0.16 in the expected utility case and to 0.19 in
the Epstein–Zin case with unchanged elasticity of inter-temporal substitution. Where the two preference specifications differ is with
respect to savings late in the working life. With expected utility, raising risk aversion implies reducing the elasticity of inter-temporal
substitution. A lower elasticity of inter-temporal substitution though, leads to higher saving in mid-life because the agents want a
flatter consumption profile, hence they need more wealth for the retirement period.

As a consequence, the extra wealth accumulation is more limited in the Epstein–Zin case than in the expected utility case and
the subjective discount factor needs not be reduced as much to support the raise in risk aversion and still match the average wealth-
to-income target.9 As the table shows, in fact, the increase of the coefficient of relative risk aversion to 10 leads to a subjective
discount factor of 0.81 in the expected utility case but of only 0.93 if we keep constant the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution.
Moreover, as it can be seen by comparing the third and second row, the insurance coefficient for the permanent shock increases when
the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution increases even in the absence of any increase in risk-aversion. The intuition is similar.
With a higher elasticity of inter-temporal substitution the household is willing to accept a more downward sloping consumption
profile during retirement, hence it will save less out of late working age income. Given the constant wealth-to-income ratio required
by the calibration, this allows the model to accept a higher value of 𝛽. In turn, this raises savings early in life. Savings early in life is
also increased because the tension between anticipating consumption in the face of an upward sloping earnings profile and delaying
it to accumulate precautionary wealth is more easily resolved in favor of the latter if the agent is sufficiently elastic. In summary,
having the possibility to keep the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution high implies that wealth is more effectively reshuffled
from mid-life, when there is more than enough to insure shocks, to early life when insurance is poor.

Fig. 1 shows this point. The figure reports three lines: the line with square markers represents the data wealth over the working
part of the life cycle, the continuous line does the same for the fully calibrated model while the dashed line represents wealth in the
model with standard low risk aversion expected utility that only matches the average wealth-to-income ratio. Wealth is expressed

9 In the appendix we report results for a wider array of values of risk aversion and the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution, showing that while with
expected utility a rise of risk aversion to 20 would require a subjective discount factor of 0.53 and still would show insurance coefficients for the permanent
shock 0.15 points below the empirical counterpart, a model with an elasticity of inter-temporal substitution of 1.25 can match the insurance coefficient against
permanent shocks with risk aversion of 20 and a corresponding subjective discount factor above 0.93.
7
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Table 3
Insurance coefficients by age groups (Permanent shock - “Model BPP”).

Age group 27–31 57–61

ra = 2, eis = 0.5 −0.44 0.63
ra = 10, eis = 0.1 −0.25 0.63
ra = 10, eis = 0.5 −0.13 0.62
ra = 13.5, eis = 1.1 0.12 0.59

ra = 13, eis = 1.1, NZIW 0.13 0.59

in model units. There are two messages that are conveyed by the figure. First, supporting the intuition described above, the fully
calibrated model with Epstein–Zin preferences shows substantially more wealth accumulation in the early part of the life-cycle
compared to the model with expected utility, while in the last portion of working life the reverse holds true. Second the baseline
model with best calibration does indeed do a good job at matching the wealth accumulation profile over working life. The model
wealth profile slightly underestimate the profile in the data up to about age 30 and then follows it closely until retirement except
for some small point deviations for few years in mid working life.

4.1.1. Consumption insurance and other consumption statistics over the life-cycle
The consequences of this wealth redistribution over working life for the insurance coefficients are explored in Table 3, where we

eport the insurance coefficients of the permanent shocks for two sample age groups for the same parameterizations represented in
able 2 and for the baseline case. The reported coefficients are the “model BPP” ones. As it can be seen, the redistribution of wealth
owards the early part of the working life raises the insurance coefficients at younger ages which increases from a low of −0.44 in
he standard low risk aversion expected utility environment to −0.25 in the expected utility high risk aversion case and to 0.12 in
he baseline, best fit model featuring a risk aversion of 13.5 and eis of 1.1. On the other hand the coefficient late in the working
ife remains confined in a narrow range between approximately 0.59 and 0.63. The above analysis, beside providing insights into
hy Epstein–Zin preferences allow the model to get closer to matching empirical coefficients then also points to another benefit of

his choice. In fact, according to Blundell et al. (2008) estimates, the insurance coefficients for permanent shocks do not show any
lear trend with age. The analysis conducted in this paper shows that as we move towards parameterizations that increase early life
ealth accumulation we take a step in the correct direction by flattening the life-cycle profile of the coefficients.

To further check the validity of the approach based on matching the age profile of wealth accumulation we report in Fig. 2 the
attern of the variance of log consumption over the life-cycle. The continuous line represents the pattern of the given variable in
he model with expected utility and risk aversion of 2, while the dashed line refers to the baseline model. We can see that the two
odels generate a very similar rise in consumption inequality over the life-cycle with an increase of between 0.21 and 0.24. The

ncrease is slightly larger for the baseline model, which on top exhibits an initially convex profile. This convex part is due to the
act that in the baseline model the agents are more risk averse and elastic hence at young ages they will save more out of positive
arnings shocks, which compresses the initial consumption inequality. The two profiles are then basically overlapping after age 35.
or both models, the increase in the variance of log consumption exceeds the one in the data as estimated for example in Heathcote
t al. (2010). At the same time the cited paper reports a profile that at the beginning of the life-cycle shows a convex stretch. In
his respect then the baseline model moves closer to the data at least qualitatively.

Fig. 3 reports the life-cycle profiles of average consumption for the baseline and the low risk aversion expected utility case. The
ife-cycle consumption profiles show the familiar hump-shape and the excursion in the level of consumption for the low risk aversion
xpected utility case is in line with the one reported in Kaplan and Violante (2010). Not surprisingly in our baseline model the life
ycle profile of consumption for the baseline model tracks the one of earnings less closely than the one for the expected utility
ow risk aversion case. This is a consequence of increased precautionary savings early in life in the baseline model. In the data, as
eported for example in Fernández-Villaverde and Krueger (2003), the excursion in consumption expenditures is less pronounced,
oreover the peak is reached somewhat before age 50. In this respect the baseline model, which produces a slightly earlier peak in

onsumption moves in the correct direction at least qualitatively, compared to the standard low risk aversion expected utility model.
verall the evidence presented in this subsection suggests that the baseline model, calibrated to match the whole working life profile
f wealth accumulation on top of average wealth, not only matches a significant part of the insurance coefficients estimated in the
ata but also better fits a number consumption statistics over the life cycle at least qualitatively.

.2. Extensions

In this section we present results of versions of the model that differ from the baseline to check how the results are robust to at
east some alternative settings. In particular we report results for a model with defined benefit pensions on top of social security, a
odel that assumes that the persistent component of earnings follows an AR(1) process with the parameters taken from Guvenen

2009) and a model with increased variance of the shock to the permanent component of the earnings process. For all of the three
ersions we present both results with the zero borrowing constraint and for the model with the natural borrow limit. We also add an
lternative scenario where borrowing is allowed but with a wedge between the borrowing and the lending rate. Finally, we consider
version of the baseline model with no borrowing where agents start life with positive wealth. We report both the “model BPP”and
8

model true”coefficients but the discussion will focus on the former.
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Fig. 2. Life-cycle profiles of variance of log consumption.

Fig. 3. Life-cycle profiles of average consumption.

Before discussing the results we describe the procedure used to calibrate defined benefit pensions. The procedure uses data
reported in Scholz et al. (2006). The authors report data on median earnings and on median defined benefit wealth by deciles of the
life-time earnings distribution in their sample from the Health and Retirement Study. Using our average past earnings distribution at
retirement age we similarly partition it into deciles. We then attribute to each cell a pension benefit such that the ratio of its expected
present value at retirement to median earnings in the model matches the data in the above mentioned paper. This calibration is
a simplification for several reasons. First, in partitioning agents at retirement, the concept of average past earnings although very
similar is not exactly the same as that of present value of earnings.10 Second, the only uncertainty about whether an agent will be
assigned a defined pension and its level is related to the unfolding of the earnings realizations over the life-cycle. In reality agents
may move through different jobs that may or may not offer defined benefit pension plans independently of the earnings shock. Our

10 The two may differ because of the distribution of shocks over the life-cycle, however the correlation of the two measures is very high.
9
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approach though, beside avoiding the computational burden of adding a further state variable with potentially as many realizations
as there are working years, allows us to capture the median replacement ratio for defined benefit pensions and the fact that since
these replacement ratios are increasing in lifetime earnings they tend to undo the insurance element intrinsic to social security.11

Results are reported in Table 1. The first row of the second sub-panel of the table shows that when borrowing is allowed in
the form of the natural borrowing limit the estimated insurance coefficient rises to 0.37 which slightly overestimates the empirical
value. This is obtained with a value of risk aversion of 15. The increase in the insurance coefficients is directly explained by the
fact that when debt is allowed agents can run wealth into negative territory to insure shocks. At the same time a similar level of
wealth in the early part of the life-cycle must be kept in order to match the empirical wealth profile, something that the model
achieves through a higher level of risk aversion. The percentage of agents with negative wealth is 21, somewhat higher than the
values reported by Huggett (1996).12

Interestingly, when defined benefit pensions are introduced there is no improvement in the insurance coefficient generated by
the model. The minimizing value of risk aversion falls to 11 for the model with no borrowing and to 12 for the model with the
natural borrowing limit. The subjective discount factor rises to 0.95. The interpretation is that with defined benefit pensions the
effective replacement ratio of income at retirement would increase, leading to lower savings on average, hence to a higher discount
factor to match the average wealth-to-income ratio. However, this also leads to relatively higher wealth accumulation early in life.
Since the whole profile of wealth is constrained the calibration reduces risk aversion so as to reduce precautionary savings, which
takes places early in the life-cycle, to compensate. This in turn implies that the introduction of defined benefit pensions is virtually
neutral with respect to the value taken by the insurance coefficients. This stands in contrast with what one would expect from the
fact that a higher position in a payment that depends on the whole history of earnings should improve insurance.13

Next we discuss the model that uses the persistent rather than permanent earnings process. To complete the calibration we need
to fix the autocorrelation coefficient in the AR(1) process for earnings. Guvenen (2009) estimated two versions of this process that
he calls restricted (RIP) and heterogeneous (HIP) income profile. Given that we do not assume heterogeneity in the deterministic
part of the income process we use his estimates of the RIP model which comes out at 0.988. The resulting insurance coefficients
against the persistent shocks are higher than in the baseline model.14 In the version with the no borrowing constraint it is 0.32 and
in the case with the natural borrowing constraint it is 0.43, even higher than the empirical target. This is consistent with the fact
that shocks that have lower persistence are easier to insure. Since the value of the autocorrelation coefficient for the persistent shock
is in this case 0.988, this result also shows that even a modest deviation from fully permanent shocks would allow the SIM model
to closely match the insurance coefficients for the persistent/permanent component of the shocks in the data. The risk aversion
coefficients that minimize the distance between the model and data life-cycle wealth pattern are 11 and 12 respectively and in the
case of the model with the natural borrowing limit, the fraction of agents with negative wealth is 25 percent.

The case in which the variance of the shock to the permanent component of earnings is doubled is reported in the last line of
each panel. Under this scenario and the zero borrowing constraint the insurance coefficient against the permanent shocks increases
to 0.34 from 0.29 in the baseline case. Higher variance of the shocks to permanent earnings translates into higher volatility of
consumption so that both the numerator and denominator of the insurance coefficient formula increase. However, with more risky
labor income households will tend to save more for precautionary reasons leading to better ex-post insurance. This mechanism is
also reflected in the fact that to match the wealth accumulation displayed by the data a lower risk aversion is needed, that is a
coefficient of 9 is obtained versus 13.5 in the baseline case. In the case with the natural borrowing limit the insurance coefficients
against the permanent earnings shocks is 0.37 and the fraction of agents with negative wealth is 16 percent, in line with the upper
bound estimated on the data by the work of Huggett and Ventura (2000).

The third panel of Table 1 reports the results for the version of the model with the alternative borrowing constraint. More
specifically in this case borrowing is still allowed subject to the restriction that the household must be able to repay debt for sure,
but it is assumed that the borrowing rate is higher than the lending rate. This effectively reduces the maximum amount that can be
borrowed and also reduces the incentive to take on debt. As for the calibration the lending rate is left at the baseline value while
the borrowing rate is set at 8 percent, a value taken from Davis et al. (2008). Not surprisingly the results are intermediate between
the zero and the pure natural borrowing limit. The insurance coefficient against permanent shocks is 0.31 in the baseline model and
in the model with defined benefit pensions, 0.34 in the model with the earnings process estimated by Guvenen (2009) and 0.35 in
the model with higher variance of the shock to the permanent component of earnings. The associated values of risk aversion are
14 in the baseline and 11.5 in the model with defined benefit pensions, 11 in the model with persistent shocks and 9 in the model
with high variance of permanent shocks. Also the subjective discount factor turns out to be very similar to the other specifications

11 Based on Scholz et al. (2006) data in fact, our pensions are zero in the bottom three deciles of the average past earnings distribution and then they show
monotonically increasing replacement ratio in the remaining ones. For a more detailed modeling of defined benefit pensions one can see Zhou and MacGee

2014).
12 Huggett (1996) reports two values for the fraction of households with negative wealth: 5.8 and 15 percent. The smaller figure refers to a measure of net
orth that includes certain durable goods like cars, while the larger figure does not include them.
13 The result that increasing the replacement ratio increases the insurance coefficient was obtained by Kaplan and Violante (2010), using only the average
ealth-to-income ratio as a calibration target. These authors considered an increase in the replacement ratio that is proportional at all levels of life-cycle earnings

ather than a defined benefit pension scheme.
14 As it was explained in Kaplan and Violante (2010), when shocks are persistent rather than permanent an additional source of bias is introduced in the
stimates of the insurance coefficients. However applying the BPP procedure to model simulated data introduces the same bias that is introduced in the data
f the data are actually generated by an AR(1) process, hence applying the BPP estimated coefficients to model simulated data and comparing them to the
mpirical one is still correct.
10
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Fig. 4. Life-cycle profiles of wealth.

of the debt limit. The main difference between this and the pure natural borrowing limit version of the model concerns the fraction
of agents with negative wealth. In the baseline model this amounts to 6 percent, in the model with defined benefit pensions it is 4
percent and in the model with Guvenen (2009) earnings process and the one with higher variance to the permanent component of
the earnings shock it is somewhat higher, standing at 7 percent. These values are close to the lowest of the two estimates provided
in Huggett and Ventura (2000).

The last line of Tables 1 and 3 report the results for the baseline model with zero borrowing constraint when we assume that
agents start life with positive wealth. For the purpose of calibration we assume that agents receive a certain amount of wealth upon
entering the labor market that follows a log-normal distribution and we take the mean and standard deviation of that distribution
from the PSID data for households aged 20 to 25. The last line of Table 1 shows that the model BPP insurance coefficient against
permanent shocks slightly increases to 0.30 and that the value of risk aversion that best matches the empirical profile of wealth
accumulation is 13.15 The last line of Table 3 shows that the increase in the overall coefficient is obtained through a slight increase
in insurance in the early part of the life-cycle, since the coefficient for the age group 27–31 increases to 0.13. We can thus say that
adding some positive initial wealth moves the model results in the correct direction although quantitatively the effects are small.
There are two reasons to explain this: first the amount of initial wealth must be small to be consistent with the empirical level.
Second agents face a steeply increasing earnings profile early in the life-cycle hence they will tend to quickly consume the received
wealth. As Fig. 4 shows, this implies that the wealth profile with positive initial wealth will converge to the one without in just
about five years leaving little room for increasing the insurance coefficient.

Taken together the results in this section suggest that given the empirically observed pattern of wealth accumulation over working
life, a standard incomplete market model comes near the estimates of insurance coefficients provided in Blundell et al. (2008): the
baseline model with the zero borrowing constraint can explain 81 percent of the consumption smoothing observed in the data, while
the model with the natural borrowing limit can explain virtually all of it. A model where agents must repay debt for sure but with
a substantially higher borrowing cost would still allow the model to match 86 percent of the empirically observed consumption
smoothing. Raising the variance of the shocks or reducing slightly the persistence to levels consistent with available estimates for
AR(1) processes further aligns the model output with the data in the zero borrowing constraint case and in the case with a wedge
between the borrowing and lending rate.

4.3. Discussion

In this section we discuss several issues related to the model. First we briefly describe the results concerning the true insurance
coefficients computed from simulated data and labeled in the tables “Model true”. Second we explore the role of the elasticity of
intertemporal substitution and related to that of the assumption of Epstein–Zin preferences. Finally we briefly discuss the consistency
of the values of preference parameters used in the current study with respect to the literature.

15 Indeed the minimum squared distance decreases as well as it could be expected given that in the data wealth is small but positive even at the very beginning
of working life, so that adding some initial wealth makes it easier to match the wealth profile in this early part of the life-cycle.
11
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Table 4
Insurance coefficients: Alternative preference specification.

P-S T-S P-S T-S ra 𝛽

Data 0.36 0.95

Model BPP Model True

Zero borrowing constraint (ZBC)

Baseline (eis = 1.1) 0.29 0.88 0.40 0.87 13.5 0.94
eis = 1.7 0.30 0.88 0.40 0.87 10.5 0.95
eis = 0.5 0.28 0.87 0.40 0.87 19.0 0.90
Expected utility 0.27 0.87 0.40 0.87 28.0 0.33

4.3.1. Model true coefficients
Given the applied nature of the current work we have so far devoted our attention to the exposition of the coefficients obtained

y applying BPP methodology to the simulated data. In a simulated model though the researcher has access to the true earnings
hocks, hence can compute the true insurance coefficients as well and by comparing the two gauge the bias introduced by the
ailure of the model to comply with the conditions for identification required by the BPP identification strategy. It was already
hown by Kaplan and Violante (2010) that when agents are close to the borrowing constraint the covariance between consumption
nd two periods lagged permanent shocks is non zero leading to a bias in the BPP estimator. In our model the use of Epstein–Zin
references may introduce another source of bias since the BPP procedure is derived from the assumption of expected utility.

Looking at Tables 1 and 2 we can first observe that there is virtually no difference between the “model BPP”and the “model
rue”coefficients for the temporary shock. As far as the permanent shocks are concerned we observe a substantial difference between
he two coefficients: the estimated one is about 0.17 points below the true one in the low risk aversion case of the baseline
pecification of the model. This difference declines to 0.14 in the expected utility case with risk aversion of 10 and to 0.11 in
he baseline case. In the model with expect utility and risk aversion set so that it can match the life-cycle wealth profile we can
ee from Table 4 that the difference between the two coefficients is 0.13. These results are in line with the findings in Kaplan
nd Violante (2010): the conditions for the estimator to be unbiased are mainly violated in the case of the permanent shock due
o the failure of the correlation between consumption and lagged shock to be zero that occurs near the borrowing constraint. For
his reason the bias in the permanent shock coefficients is attenuated for parameterizations that lead to faster accumulation of
ealth early in life, hence a less frequently binding borrowing constraint. The fact that in our model with Epstein–Zin preferences

he patterns of the bias highlighted in Kaplan and Violante (2010) are confirmed and that the numerical values found are similar
uggest that Epstein–Zin preferences do not add in a significant way to the bias. A more rigorous assessment of the bias introduced
y Epstein–Zin preferences would require deriving an analogous to the BPP coefficients for this kind of preference and then using
t to assess how the omission of the extra terms introduced by these preferences would impact the insurance coefficients. This,
owever is not a trivial task and as such falls outside the scope of the current research.

.3.2. The role of the eis and of Epstein–Zin preferences
In the main calibration exercise we fixed endogenously the subjective discount factor and the coefficient of relative risk-aversion

ut picked exogenously, based on existing literature, the value of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. Unfortunately available
stimates for the latter vary wildly. In this section we check how results would have changed if we had used different values for
he eis. At the same time and related to that we check what happens if we calibrate endogenously the coefficient of relative risk
version and the subjective discount factor according to the strategy adopted in the main analysis but in the context of standard
xpected utility preferences. The latter experiment allows us to gauge if there is any special role played by Epstein–Zin preferences
r if the results in the main section were entirely driven by matching the life cycle profile of wealth accumulation. For sake of
larity we report these results only for the zero borrowing constraint case and the baseline version of the model.16

Results are reported in Table 4 and Fig. 5. Looking first to the role of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, the first three
ows of the main panel of the table show that as the elasticity of intertemporal substitution rises three things happen. First a lower
isk aversion is needed to obtain the best match with the empirical life-cycle wealth profiles: this value is 13.5 in the baseline case,
ises to 19 when the eis is reduced to 0.5 and decreases to 10.5 when the eis increases to 1.7. Second the calibrated value of the
ubjective discount factor decreases, from 0.95 when the eis is 1.7 to 0.9 when it is 0.5. Third and most importantly the insurance
oefficients are not much affected. The greatest changes are observed for the Model BPP coefficients against permanent shocks. Even
n this case though differences across values of the eis are small, ranging from 0.28 in the case of an eis of 0.5 to 0.30 when the eis
s 1.7. Fig. 5 also shows that the life-cycle profiles of wealth for the three cases are very close to each other with only a trivially
mproved ability to get close to the empirical one when moving from an eis of 0.5 to an eis of 1.7. This is shown by the comparison
f the position of the dashed line, representing the latter case with the position of the line with markers representing the former,
ompared to the data line. Summarizing, a higher elasticity of intertemporal substitution can be traded off for lower risk aversion.
his neither affects the ability of the model to match the empirical wealth profiles, nor leads to any substantial difference in the
orresponding values of the insurance coefficients.

16 Results for the other specifications of the model are similar and are available from the authors upon request.
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Fig. 5. Life-cycle profiles of wealth.

The last row of Table 4 shows the results for the baseline specification of the model with zero borrowing constraints and using
expected utility rather than Epstein–Zin preferences. In this case the minimum distance between the model and data wealth profiles
over the working life is reached for a value of risk aversion of 28, corresponding to an eis of 0.0357. The value of the subjective
discount factor would then be equal to 0.33. As for the insurance coefficients compared to our baseline they are almost unchanged.
For example the largest change observed is a reduction of 0.02 for the model BPP coefficient against permanent shocks. This change
would raise to 0.03 if one accepts an eis of 1.7 but would fall to a puny 0.01 if one prefers a lower value of the eis of 0.5. A look
at the dashed dot line in Fig. 5 also shows that the ability to match the data of life-cycle wealth profiles is only marginally affected
by the use of expected utility rather than Epstein–Zin preferences. Overall this discussion shows that the improved ability to match
insurance coefficients delivered by our model is almost entirely due to the fact that by a suitable choice of preference parameters
we match the life-cycle profile of wealth, with the added contribution of Epstein–Zin preferences being negligible. This said one
should not forget that in the case of expected utility the value of all preference parameters would fall quite outside what is normally
accepted in macroeconomics and at a low value of 0.33 this is especially true for the subjective discount factor.

4.3.3. Comments on the values of preference parameters
The remaining part of the discussion concerns preference parameters, that is, the coefficient of relative risk aversion and

the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution. With respect to risk aversion, minimum distances between model and data wealth
profiles are attained with values that range from 9 to 15. These values are somewhat higher than what is normally assumed in
macroeconomic models, but it must be said that the key reason for assuming a low risk aversion is that a reasonable behavior
of macroeconomic quantities hinges upon a relatively high elasticity of inter-temporal substitution which under expected utility is
linked to the former by an inverse relationship. Such a link is not present in the case of Epstein–Zin preferences. Estimates for risk
aversion in an Epstein–Zin setting presented by Vissing-Jørgensen and Attanasio (2003) suggest that a risk aversion of up to 10
for the presumably more risk tolerant stock holders is plausible. If on the other hand one looks at the experimental evidence for
example, Barsky et al. (1997) find that about two thirds of their sample shows a risk aversion coefficient of 15, with the rest of the
sample equally split between risk aversions of 7, 6 and 4. With respect to the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution, microeconomic
estimates vary substantially. For example, using British data (Attanasio and Weber, 1993) find values between 0.3 and 0.7. It is also
true that the values tend to increase with wealth: for example Vissing-Jørgensen and Attanasio (2003) estimate an interval ranging
from 1 to 1.4 for the population of stockholders, which is wealthier than average. Some estimates are even higher: Gruber (2013)
using data from the CEX and exploiting exogenous cross individual differences in after tax real interest rates, finds a value above
2 although admittedly with large standard errors. Overall then, the values of risk aversion and the elasticity of inter-temporal
substitution that are used in our calibration to find the best match between the model working life profile of wealth with the data
fall within the limits of the available empirical evidence.

5. Conclusions

In this research we revisited the ability of the SIM model to explain the extent of consumption smoothing observed in the
data. We focussed specifically on the role played by a careful specification of wealth accumulation over the working part of the
life-cycle. Using the insurance coefficients estimated by Blundell et al. (2008) as a benchmark measure for consumption smoothing
13
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we found that a standard SIM model that is parameterized to match the working life profile of wealth accumulation can explain 81
percent of the value of the BPP insurance coefficients against permanent earnings shocks in the zero borrowing constraint case. A
similar model with expected utility and benchmark low risk aversion parametrization can explain 25 percent of those coefficients.
In the case of the natural borrowing limit our model can explain 100 percent of the empirical coefficients. We obtained the match
of the working life wealth accumulation profiles by using Epstein–Zin preferences with parameters that fall within the empirical
and experimental evidence. Since matching the life-cycle wealth profile implies redistributing wealth from mid-age to young age
when compared with standard models, we can conclude that the failure of the baseline model with standard expected utility and
benchmark parameterizations to match the empirical insurance coefficient for permanent shocks reflects in an important way its
under-prediction of wealth accumulation early in the working-life. Also the increase in wealth accumulation early in life leads
to a flatter profile of the insurance coefficients against permanent shocks with respect to age. In this case the result while being
qualitatively more consistent with the evidence it still falls short of it quantitatively.
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